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 keygen If I use grep and one file name to search for the substring 'end-user-activation' with the following command, it works:
grep 'end-user-activation' other-file.txt But if I use sed to do the same thing, it can't do anything. sed '/end-user-activation/ s/\r
$/\r $/' other-file.txt Could anyone give me some explanation? A: There are several problems: \r matches a literal newline. \r

only matches a literal carriage return, (and \r is equivalent to ) \s matches any whitespace (including spaces) and \r \s is a literal
newline and spaces. You should match end-user-activation with \s*end-user-activation\s*, or else there will be a lot of false

positives (of the form end-user-activation, abc) You should not use s to replace a literal newline, use g or s/$/.../ for this, as it
will match the literal text and not the text matched by the regular expression, in other words it will not replace the entire line in
each match. I would recommend not using sed (or any other tool, for that matter) to parse the output of ls. Either use a script
that parses the output of ls, or simply grep -n to find all the lines that contain the string. Instagram Thursday, November 11,

2014 Ever-lovin' Mawgz I love to ride my bike around Cleveland (mostly around my neighborhood in search for good food and
hidden treasures) and it happens to be this time of year where I'm finding all kinds of awesome things on the streets and hidden
in alleyways. A few weeks ago, I got some gelato and a bit bored, so I got to looking around and stumbled upon a street vendor

who was selling ice cream cones in the late afternoon sun. The cones were filled with strawberries and they were absolutely
divine. So after going home and thinking about how delicious these were, I decided to play around with the idea and came up

with these little guyz. I hope you enjoy them as much as I do.Q: Why is "math.floor(3.5)" different from "3 82157476af
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